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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Dr Bethany Simmonds 
The University of Bristol  
UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 20-Apr-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is a nicely constructed protocol manuscript on an interesting 
topic. In general, it is well written, apart from a few strange 
sentences which need some grammatical attention. As a qualitative 
researcher, I have a few queries regarding searching for and 
assessing qualitative material using a positivistic approach. In some 
senses, this may be why systematic reviews of qualitative research 
as scarce, because you could argue qualitative research by nature 
can not be assessed quantitatively using categorical techniques 
such as search terms and checklists. However, I have made some 
comments which I hope will be useful:  
 
1. I had some concern about the clarity of the objectives. In the 
strengths and limitations section and the end of the introduction, you 
talk about looking at the differences between "lifestyle" and 
"structured exercise" however, in the rest of the manuscript you use 
a variety of different terms including "exercise and lifestyle PA", 
"exercise regimes and engagement in lifestyle PA" and "exercise 
which is structured and purposeful form of physical activity", "lifestyle 
PA and exercise engagement". What is exactly meant by these two 
types of physical activity needs clarification and then the terms need 
to be used consistently throughout the manuscript.  
 
The same can be said for the second objective, "uptake and 
maintenance of PA" is also described as "adoption and long term 
maintenance of PA". The terms need to be more clearly defined and 
then used consistently. Additionally, on page 3, line 46, it states that 
these two different stages have different practical implications, these 
need further explanation.  
 
Different terms are also used to describe barriers and facilitators 
(e.g. enablers) I would suggest consistency in language to avoid 
confusion.  
 
2. I question whether the PRISMA guidelines are appropriate for 
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qualitative systematic reviews, as many criteria are not appropriate, 
such as, variables, risk of bias, summary measures. I wonder if 
another guideline could be used which is more appropriate for 
qualitative research?  
 
3. Please soften the first sentence of the 'Strengths and limitations' 
section, as there is a systematic review which has covered 
qualitative papers on this subject, but does not explicitly call itself 
'qualitative' and is in your reference list (Dobson et al., 2016).  
 
4. On page 2, line 50, you state that a limitation of doing a qualitative 
systematic review is that it won't be based on the raw data, I am not 
sure this is a limitation, it would be impossible and not desirable to 
examine all the data collected and check the authors' interpretations.  
 
5. On page 3, line 15, you state that the majority of people with knee 
or hip OA don't meet the PA guidelines, I would like this to be put 
into context of the overall population, as I would suspect the 
equivalent age population would also not meet the PA guidelines.  
 
6. On page 3, lines 29-31 there is a tautological statement, 
behavioural factors are important to understanding behavioural 
change. This needs amending.  
 
7. PICOS study design needs to be referenced and justified as to 
why it has been chosen and used.  
 
8. In the 'information sources' I thought that perhaps key published 
conference proceedings/abstracts could also be included. Some 
qualitative research can be found in these fora.  
 
9. The 'Search' for key papers may be tricky using standard search 
terms, as often titles have descriptive titles including quotes from 
participants, so some clarity on what sections of the papers these 
terms will be searching would be useful. Also, some clarification on 
whether the keyword combinations are mutually inclusive or not, 
would also be helpful.  
 
10. On page 5, line 29 please write 'QSR's' in full and the version of 
NVivo. On lines 21-22, please replace "Disagreements will be 
resolved" with "Consensus will be reached".  
 
11. In 'Data items' in some qualitative papers, results and discussion 
are presented together, thus, in these papers, the discussion should 
also be a data item.  
 
12. On page 5, line 22, you mention a Kappa statistic, could more 
information be provided on what this is and how exactly it will assess 
agreement between reviewers?  
 
13. I would recommend using the qualitative evaluative criteria such 
as "credibility, transferability, dependability ad confirmability" rather 
than a blunt tool such as CASP, as you have already critiqued it as 
"favouring papers that are less insightful", I am not sure why you are 
using it.  
 
14. Please clarify why only one of the reviewers has "qualitative 
research expertise". I would suggest it was imperative that both 
reviewers had qualitative expertise to asses and make judgements 
on other's qualitative research.  
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15. On page 6, lines 28-30 you state that both tools will be piloted on 
two studies...etc. This is a very unclear section, how exactly is this 
going to work? See point 13.  
 
16. In the 'Data synthesis' section, the phrase "which also includes 
the translation of conception from one study to another" does not 
make sense, the concepts used in each study will be subsumed by 
the broader analytic codes. Please clarify. Also, the phrase "At the 
latter stage barriers and enablers to physical activity in people with 
hip and knee OA will be inferred from the descriptive themes" is 
unclear, please clarify.  
 
Finally, there are a few phrases which need attention such as on 
page 2, line 5 "This protocol aims at describing"... page 3, line 23 
"so that they can be optimised to improve health outcomes"...page 
3, line 40 "The first is" needs to be consistent with "Secondly" on line 
44 ...page 4, line 6 "and follows" needs to be in future tense ... and 
on page 6, line 17 "Popay et. al." needs to be changed to "Popay et 
al." 

 

REVIEWER Shahnawaz Anwer 
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 

REVIEW RETURNED 08-Jun-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This study aimed to describe the objective and methods to be 
followed in a systematic review of qualitative studies on barriers and 
facilitators to physical activity (PA) in people living with hip or knee 
osteoarthritis (OA).  
The study appears to have sound methods for conducting a 
systematic review.  
This study will make a contribution to the literature and help to 
understand physical activity behaviors and provide information of 
how to optimize behavior change in the patients with hip or knee OA.  
However, there are minor issues which need to be address.  
There are few number of English language errors in the manuscript.  
In the inclusion criteria age group is need to be added, as, age was 
considered to be one of the influencing factor for the motivation 
level.  
Authors did not mentioned how they will assess the different kind of 
bias  
Discussion is very limited. The authors do not sufficiently discuss the 
previous research.  
PRISMA flow chart and checklist were not included. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer #1  

 

As a qualitative researcher, I have a few queries regarding searching for and assessing qualitative 

material using a positivistic approach. In some senses, this may be why systematic reviews of 

qualitative research as scarce, because you could argue qualitative research by nature can not be 

assessed quantitatively using categorical techniques such as search terms and checklists. However, I 

have made some comments which I hope will be useful:  

 

We understand that certain methods adopted in the systematic review, such as the use of search 
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strategies and quality assessment tools, are not unanimously endorsed by the qualitative research 

community. At the same time, accumulating and trying to synthesise existing qualitative research in a 

way that is informative for subsequent research and practice is a necessity. We see the systematic 

reviews of qualitative evidence as a means of enhancing the role of qualitative research in the 

research community, practice and policy making. We have made our best effort to do this with 

sensitivity and rigour, following methods that have been supported by working groups and individual 

researchers with widely recognised expertise in the field of qualitative research.  

 

 

1. I had some concern about the clarity of the objectives. In the strengths and limitations section and 

the end of the introduction, you talk about looking at the differences between "lifestyle" and 

"structured exercise" however, in the rest of the manuscript you use a variety of different terms 

including "exercise and lifestyle PA", "exercise regimes and engagement in lifestyle PA" and "exercise 

which is structured and purposeful form of physical activity", "lifestyle PA and exercise engagement". 

What is exactly meant by these two types of physical activity needs clarification and then the terms 

need to be used consistently throughout the manuscript.  

 

 

 

The same can be said for the second objective, "uptake and maintenance of PA" is also described as 

"adoption and long term maintenance of PA". The terms need to be more clearly defined and then 

used consistently.  

 

Additionally, on page 3, line 46, it states that these two different stages have different practical 

implications, these need further explanation.  

 

 

Different terms are also used to describe barriers and facilitators (e.g. enablers) I would suggest 

consistency in language to avoid confusion.  

 

We agree with your point regarding consistency in terminology. Physical activity (or “lifestyle” physical 

activity) as opposed to exercise are the terms now used throughout the manuscript. The latter term 

„exercise‟ refers to activity requiring physical effort which is structured and carried out to achieve a 

particular purpose (such as enhancing one‟s fitness). It was important that the terms used captured 

physical activity in a broader perspective. Clarification on what is meant by the terms „exercise‟ and 

„physically active lifestyle‟ is now provided in the first paragraph of the introduction- please see page 

3, paragraph 1, lines 3 and 7-8 of the Main document.  

 

Uptake and maintenance of PA are the terms now used throughout the manuscript.  

 

 

 

 

This has been elaborated. Please see page 3, paragraph 3, lines 18-21 of the Main document.  

 

 

We agree. “Enablers” has been replaced and the term “facilitators” is used consistently throughout the 

revised manuscript.  

2. I question whether the PRISMA guidelines are appropriate for qualitative systematic reviews, as 

many criteria are not appropriate, such as, variables, risk of bias, summary measures. I wonder if 

another guideline could be used which is more appropriate for qualitative research? Both the 

ENTREQ (Enhancing Transparency in Reporting the Synthesis of Qualitative Research) and PRISMA 
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Statement will be used, i.e. in the case of sections applicable to qualitative systematic reviews that 

are included in PRISMA, but not in ENTREQ these will also be reported. Please see page 4, 

Methods, lines 6-10 of the Main document.  

 

3. Please soften the first sentence of the 'Strengths and limitations' section, as there is a systematic 

review which has covered qualitative papers on this subject, but does not explicitly call itself 

'qualitative' and is in your reference list (Dobson et al., 2016). Our evaluation of Dobson et al. (2016) 

was that it was scoping review rather than a systematic review; acknowledging that a systematic 

review comprises a rigorous methodology that a scoping review does not (Arksey & O‟Malley, 2005), 

we therefore see the rigor of our review as a strength and would prefer to suggest such in this section 

of the manuscript.  

 

However, appreciative of the point being made (i.e., that the Dobson et al study exists and is relevant 

to the current work), we have provided a more detailed reference to this particular study in the 

protocol. Please see page 4, paragraph 3, lines 6-8 of the Main document.  

 

4. On page 2, line 50, you state that a limitation of doing a qualitative systematic review is that it won't 

be based on the raw data, I am not sure this is a limitation, it would be impossible and not desirable to 

examine all the data collected and check the authors' interpretations. This statement has been 

removed from the limitations list.  

5. On page 3, line 15, you state that the majority of people with knee or hip OA don't meet the PA 

guidelines, I would like this to be put into context of the overall population, as I would suspect the 

equivalent age population would also not meet the PA guidelines. Studies that compare people with 

lower limb osteoarthritis to their counterparts without osteoarthritis have been referenced. Please see 

page 4, paragraph 1, line 11 of the Main document.  

6. On page 3, lines 29-31 there is a tautological statement, behavioural factors are important to 

understanding behavioural change. This needs amending.  

“Behavioural” has been removed from the text.  

7. PICOS study design needs to be referenced and justified as to why it has been chosen and used.  

PICOS has been referenced and the reason for using this tool has been added. Please see page 4, 

Eligibility criteria, lines 1-3 of the Main document.  

8. In the 'information sources' I thought that perhaps key published conference proceedings/abstracts 

could also be included. Some qualitative research can be found in these fora. At the search stage, 

conference abstracts that come up from all reported information sources will be included and authors 

will be contacted for more information. However, if further information cannot be obtained, the 

abstracts will not be included in the SR, as study appraisal will not be possible and the contribution of 

the study in the data synthesis will be very limited (i.e. third or second order themes without 

accompanying quotes and author‟s interpretation). Please see page 5, Study records, paragraph 2, 

lines 6-8 of the Main document.  

 

9. The 'Search' for key papers may be tricky using standard search terms, as often titles have 

descriptive titles including quotes from participants, so some clarity on what sections of the papers 

these terms will be searching would be useful. Also, some clarification on whether the keyword 

combinations are mutually inclusive or not, would also be helpful A detailed account of the search 

strategy has been provided under the “Search” section.  

 

To overcome issues related to indexing qualitative study designs in particular, we are using- as 

mutually inclusive- any of the terms related to qualitative research basic concepts (e.g. qualitative, 

experience, theme*), particular approach (e.g. phenomenology* or “grounded theory”) or data 

collection method (e.g. interviews, focus groups). These should appear in the title/ abstract section. 

Please see page 5, Search, lines 4-11 of the Main document.  
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10. On page 5, line 29 please write 'QSR's' in full and the version of NVivo.  

On lines 21-22, please replace "Disagreements will be resolved" with "Consensus will be reached". 

Amendments to the protocol have been made accordingly. Please see page 6, line 3-4 of the Main 

document.  

 

11. In 'Data items' in some qualitative papers, results and discussion are presented together, thus, in 

these papers, the discussion should also be a data item. Amendment to the protocol has been made 

accordingly.  

12. On page 5, line 22, you mention a Kappa statistic, could more information be provided on what 

this is and how exactly it will assess agreement between reviewers? This information has been 

provided, i.e. the Kappa statistic will be used to assess “the chance corrected agreement between the 

reviewers in assessing the full text articles as included, excluded or unclear”. Please see page 5, 

Study records, lines 14-16 of the Main document.  

13. I would recommend using the qualitative evaluative criteria such as "credibility, transferability, 

dependability ad confirmability" rather than a blunt tool such as CASP, as you have already critiqued it 

as "favouring papers that are less insightful", I am not sure why you are using it. We have spent a lot 

of time researching this issue and believe that CASP and the four evaluative criteria can be used 

need to be used in a complementary manner to ensure rigor. CASP addresses aspects of reporting 

and technical rigour whereas the four qualitative criteria focus on the methodological rigour and 

conceptual consistency- dimensions which are equally emphasised by the Cochrane Collaboration 

Qualitative Methods Group (Hannes, 2011). Outcomes from both sets of criteria will inform the quality 

assessment, yet the outcomes of each set of criteria will also be reported separately.  

 

14. Please clarify why only one of the reviewers has "qualitative research expertise". I would suggest 

it was imperative that both reviewers had qualitative expertise to asses and make judgements on 

other's qualitative research.  

The statement has been removed from the manuscript. This SR is part of a funded PhD post on 

“Promotion of Physical Activity in People with Hip or Knee Osteoarthritis”. The absence of a SR of 

qualitative evidence on the particular subject was identified as a gap in the existing literature and 

therefore as the required first step of the PhD. One reviewer (doctorate researcher) has experience in 

qualitative research and has further enhanced her expertise as part of the PhD process so far. The 

second reviewer has extensive experience in the conduct and publication of qualitative research. We 

feel comfortable in stating that both reviewers have the level of expertise required.  

 

15. On page 6, lines 28-30 you state that both tools will be piloted on two studies...etc. This is a very 

unclear section, how exactly is this going to work? See point 13.  

Details of the process to be followed have been added. Please see page 7, paragraph 2, lines 1-4 of 

the Main document.  

 

16. In the 'Data synthesis' section, the phrase "which also includes the translation of conception from 

one study to another" does not make sense, the concepts used in each study will be subsumed by the 

broader analytic codes. Please clarify.  
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Also, the phrase "At the latter stage barriers and enablers to physical activity in people with hip and 

knee OA will be inferred from the descriptive themes" is unclear, please clarify.  

 

 

 

 

Finally, there are a few phrases which need attention such as on page 2, line 5 "This protocol aims at 

describing"... page 3, line 23 "so that they can be optimised to improve health outcomes"...page 3, 

line 40 "The first is" needs to be consistent with "Secondly" on line 44 ...page 4, line 6 "and follows" 

needs to be in future tense ... and on page 6, line 17 "Popay et. al." needs to be changed to "Popay et 

al."  

 

 

Following the reviewer‟s comments, we have added clarifications of the analytical process: “The 

codes from all included studies will be compared with each other in an iterative process, the codes/ 

quotes describing the same concept will be merged under one code and those expressing a similar 

concept will be grouped together”.  

The “translation of concepts” will take place at the stage of formulation of descriptive themes/codes. 

Identification of the original study which each code belongs to and comparison between original 

quotes is possible in NVivo 11.  

Please see page 7, Data synthesis, lines 6-8 of the Main document.  

 

“i.e. the research questions, which are put aside during the data driven first two stages, will be 

introduced at this point to inform the formation of analytical themes”. Please see page 7, Data 

synthesis, lines 10-12 of the Main document.  

 

 

 

Corrections have been made accordingly.  

Reviewer #2  

There are few number of English language errors in the manuscript.  

We apologise for this and have tried our level best to avoid any language errors.  

In the inclusion criteria age group is need to be added, as, age was considered to be one of the 

influencing factor for the motivation level. We have defined our population of interest as adults with a 

physician‟s made diagnosis of osteoarthritis. “45 and 50 years of age and above” is one of the criteria 

commonly used for the clinical diagnosis of OA (National Institute for Health and Care Excellence and 

American College of Rheumatology criteria respectively). Although we acknowledge that age is a PA 

correlate in the general population (as well as in OA patients), we have not further limited our target 

age group as (1) we want to explore the potentially unique factors that people living with OA share 

that facilitate or inhibit PA behavior; (2) unreported/ missing age of the participants would potentially 

result in exclusion of relevant studies, thus limiting the richness of the findings.  

However, we understand that this is a valid point. Therefore we will include this in the discussion of 

the systematic review findings.  

 

Authors did not mention how they will assess the different kind of bias As the risk of bias that is 

assessed in quantitative studies is not applicable to qualitative data, assessment of the quality of the 

included studies will be applied instead as described in the relevant section. Please see pages 6-7 of 

the Main document, Appraisal of study quality.  

Discussion is very limited.  

-The authors do not sufficiently discuss the previous research. We have broadened the discussion 

(please see pages 7-8, Discussion, lines 2-6 & 11-14) and have added new references to support the 
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study rationale (please see page 3, paragraph 2, lines 3-4 & paragraph 3, lines 6-8 of the Main 

document).  

PRISMA flow chart and checklist were not included.  

These documents have been included in the supplementary material.  

Editorial comments  

Please thoroughly check the manuscript for typos/ grammatical errors (e.g. information of => 

information on (page 2)) We apologise for this and have tried our level best to avoid any language 

errors.  

As per journal instructions, please add your dissemination plans to the main manuscript under the 

heading 'Ethics and Dissemination' (see: 

http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/guidelines.xhtml#studyprotocols)  

“Ethics and Disseminations” section has been added to the main manuscript. Please see page 8, 

Ethics and dissemination.  

Along with your revised manuscript, please provide a completed copy of the PRISMA-P checklist 

(http://www.prisma-statement.org/documents/PRISMA-P-checklist.pdf)  

A completed copy of the PRISMA-P checklist has been provided. Please see Appendix 1.  

 

We hope that we have fully addressed the feedback from reviewers and thank them for their time in 

reviewing the manuscript and their valuable feedback.  

Please do not hesitate to contact me if further information is required. 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Dr Bethany Simmonds 
Research Associate, University of Bristol, UK. 

REVIEW RETURNED 04-Aug-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Thank you for amending your manuscript in line with the reviewers‟ 
comments. It is much improved however; there are a few minor 
issues which need addressing:  
 
1. The CASP qualitative tool looks extremely useful, but more detail 
on the types of questions asked or topics covered, would be helpful 
for the reader. Could this either be summarised in the text or added 
to an appendix?  
 
2. Likewise, it would be helpful to have more detail (either in an 
appendix or in the text) about the ConQual approach. For instance, 
what other elements apart from credibility and dependability will be 
covered to assess the confidence in the synthesised findings of this 
review?  
 
3. Your analytic approach needs to be clarified: are you going to 
take an inductive or deductive approach to your data synthesis and 
analysis? Or are you doing both? You seem to say you will take both 
a bottom up „inductive‟ approach (i.e. generating the „descriptive 
themes‟ from each study and grouping them together) and then a 
top down „deductive‟ approach where you will go back to the 
research questions and frame the descriptive themes to develop the 
„analytic themes‟. See ENTREQ Statement – number 19 (Derivation 
of themes).  
 
4. You have removed some detail on the reviewers' and data 
synthesisers' training and experience in qualitative research. This 
must be reinstated so the findings of this study can be transferred. 
Moreover, if you intend to use researchers no formal training or 
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experience in qualitative research to judge the quality of qualitative 
research and carry out qualitative synthesis, this must be added as a 
study limitation. 

 

REVIEWER Shahnawaz Anwer 
King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 

REVIEW RETURNED 10-Aug-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Authors have made the required changes as suggested.  

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer #1  

 

1. The CASP qualitative tool looks extremely useful, but more detail on the types of questions asked 

or topics covered, would be helpful for the reader. Could this either be summarised in the text or 

added to an appendix?  

 

 

The CASP checklist (i.e. the ten questions and prompts) has been added to Appendix 5. Please also 

see page 6, Appraisal of study quality, line 3 of the main document.  

2. Likewise, it would be helpful to have more detail (either in an appendix or in the text) about the 

ConQual approach. For instance, what other elements apart from credibility and dependability will be 

covered to assess the confidence in the synthesised findings of this review?  

 

More details regarding ConQual, i.e. how each element is operationalised and a brief description of 

the grading process has been provided in Appendix 7. This approach assesses confidence in the 

synthesised findings based on credibility and dependability of the findings of individual studies only, 

which we have also made more apparent in the text (please see page 7, Confidence in the 

synthesised findings, lines 6-10). Although CERQual, which is the other available approach, covers 

more elements, we chose the ConQual as it offers clearer operationalisation of its elements.  

 

3. Your analytic approach needs to be clarified: are you going to take an inductive or deductive 

approach to your data synthesis and analysis? Or are you doing both? You seem to say you will take 

both a bottom up „inductive‟ approach (i.e. generating the „descriptive themes‟ from each study and 

grouping them together) and then a top down „deductive‟ approach where you will go back to the 

research questions and frame the descriptive themes to develop the „analytic themes‟. See ENTREQ 

Statement – number 19 (Derivation of themes). This clarification has been made accordingly. An 

inductive approach will be used at the first stages of the synthesis to allow for exploration of the 

phenomenon of interest. However, since theory generation is beyond the scope of this review, the 

research questions and existing theoretical frameworks will guide the formation of analytical themes 

and presentation of the findings, therefore following a deductive approach. Please see page 7, Data 

synthesis, lines 12-13.  

 

4. You have removed some detail on the reviewers' and data synthesisers' training and experience in 

qualitative research. This must be reinstated so the findings of this study can be transferred. 

Moreover, if you intend to use researchers no formal training or experience in qualitative research to 

judge the quality of qualitative research and carry out qualitative synthesis, this must be added as a 

study limitation.  

Thank you for this point and details regarding the reviewers‟ training and experience have been 

provided (please see page 7, paragraph 2, lines 1-2 and Data synthesis, lines 15-16). Both reviewers 
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have formal training and experience with qualitative methodology. In addition, one reviewer has 

experience with SRs of qualitative evidence.  

 

We hope that we have fully addressed the above comments and would like to thank the reviewers for 

their time and feedback.  

Please do not hesitate to contact me if further information is required. 
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